in [5] ) has shown that the Cauchy principal value of / exists in 9) (0), and that Si i<, aaDa will be a differential operator. We will be concerned with homogeneous polynomials Qiç) = X|ai . aa¿~ , and we will denote by 9, the space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree k. A polynomial P £ 9 is said to be elliptic if PiÇ) / 0, fot all £ £ K" ~ ¡OS.
Given an open set íl contained in R" ,the space of real-analytic functions on í) will be denoted Q iÙ). Given a compact set K contained in R" then (ÍÍK.) will denote the space of real-analytic functions on K with the usual (locally convex) inductive limit topology. That is u(K) = l^m GiU), where the complexification of R") and AiU) denotes the space of holomorphic functions on U. The space of analytic functionals on K is, by definition u(K) , the dual space of QiK). We will let Bia, r) = ¡x: |x-a\ < r\. Iff-1 P(0 for all multi-indices a with \a\ = k -m. If k -m < 0, define K, = 9,. Set K= S^qSK^.
Remark. If H £ Hfe, then Jj? |=, tf(cf )cfx/P(cf) doit; ) = 0 for all \a\ < k -m.
For I ex I = k -m -2/ + 1, this follows since the integrand is odd, and for Remark. A standard argument shows that if lim£-0 x Í exists in the weak topology on 5)'(fi) then \xef'-0 < ( < 8\ is relatively weakly compact and hence that lim 0 Xff exists in the strong topology on j!'(fi) (see Schwartz [5, p. 74] ).
Examples. In R , the Cauchy principal value of /(/) = V" exists while that of g it) = |f | does not.
Theorem. Suppose P(<f) is a homogeneous, elliptic polynomial of degree m, and K, is as defined above. Let E (x) be a fundamental solution for P (D).
( a, and for all |x| < 2. If we set r( (x) = em~kricx), then |Darf (x)| < C ae for |x| < 2. Therefore r converges to zero in the space C°°i\x: \x\ < 2\). Using the homogeneity of H iD)E we have iif/(H ÍD)E, r) = (i/> H (D)F, t A. Since r -> 0 this proves that (z/z H ÍD)E, r) converges to zero.
To complete the proof of (1) Lemma 2. There is a constant C depending only on n such that C~k\Q\ < lieii<c*iei for an q e9k.
Proof. Clearly ||2||2 < a>n\Q\2 dim 9k. Since dim 9k= (k^_~ ') < nk, the second inequality follows.
To prove the first inequality we refer to a result in [l, p. 33] which implies that there is a constant C depending only on ?z such that if r/(cf) = S|i=fe b a£a is a solid harmonic of degree k, then a! \a J < C kn/l +k~ l \\H\\.
Using the fotmula tz = Si a\k k\/a\, the fact that k < 2 , and Stirling's formula,
we have the first inequality of the lemma for harmonic polynomials.
For general Q £ J, there are harmonic polynomials H,_ of degree k-2v, suchthat Q(£)=2 \t\2VHk_2Ji).. |f 12V=2|a|=v(i/!/a!)<Ja; this expansion has fewer than tz tetms and each coefficient is smaller than tz . Consequently \Q\ <Zn2V\Hk_2J <Zn2vCk-2»\\Hk_2v\\ <(nC)k£\\Hk_2J <inC)W(£\\Hk_2yy .
Since ||Q||2 = 2 ||r7, _2"|| > the proof of the lemma is complete. In the proof of (1) we showed that (t/i HAD)E, x ) = 0 if \a\ < k -m. To handle the temaining terms we need estimates on HAD)E. E is analytic in R" ~ ¡0i. 
